Hunting the Wolf for 'Wind Horses' and Revealing the Individual Looking for 'Luck': Using the Astrological Calendar
One winter day, after a week spent in the surrounding mountains, unsuccessfully hunting boar, Nadmid and Cecegbal concluded that Doržoo and I were lacking in hiimor'.1 It took me some time to understand what this concept meant in relation to hunting. Every time we went hunting, Doržoo would consult the astrological calendar to see if the day was hiimortoi (i.e. 'would bring hiimor''). In the first instance, this term was translated for me as 'luck' but it indeed has a much broader meaning. After a look at the calendar, I realized that it was impossible to explore the various implications of this term without considering a whole series of other concepts closely related to it. In order to grasp this paramount notion, this calendar must be examined to see how it is interpreted in a hunting context. In the calendar Doržoo consults, three tables have to be consulted (see tables 1-3).
The first table refers to the correspondence between the year, stars and days -aligned with the person's astrological sign. In the upper part of the board entitled 'twelve years' , we find the twelve animals of Chinese astrology, each corresponding to a year. On the left, we find the person's days (garag), and stars (od). There are three types of days: 'Süld' , 'Am" and 'Üheh' . Those terms may be translated as the day of 'life-force' , of 'life' and of 'death' .2 Each day has a number. For a person born in the year of the snake, like Doržoo, the süld day corresponds to the number 3 (i.e. Wednesday, the third day of the week). His life day is Saturday and his death day Thursday. The day associated with hiimor' 1 Hiimor' is the Mongolian translation of the Tibetan expression 'wind horse' (rlung-rta).
'Hii' is the air and 'mor" the horse. The wind horse refers to the prayer flag usually depicting a horse carrying a jewel and surrounded by Tibetan formulas. Karmay notes that in Tibet the word rlung-rta is often mistakenly taken to mean the flag planted on rooftops or prominent places near villages. "In fact, it is a symbol of the idea of well-being or good fortune. This idea is clear in such expressions as 'the increase of the rlung-rta' (rlung-rta dar-ba) when things go well with someone, and 'the decline of the rlung-rta' (rlung-rta rgud-pa) when the opposite happens" (Karmay 1993: 151). Гараг: Ням-1, Даваа-2, Мягмар-3, Лхагва4, Пурэв-5, Баасан-6, Бямба-0 is the süld day. The life day may considered to be a good day too, but to a lesser extent as, following the calendar, if a person commits bad actions that day, he/she may die. For example, you shouldn't play with knives that day. The death day is not a good day as it refers to the day of the person's death. The favourable signs (iveel gurav) are written below the days and the stars (the next to last line). Each animal of the calendar gets on well with two other animals. The snake, for instance, gets on well with the chicken and the cow. There is also a particular animal with which a person has an antagonistic relationship. For the snake, the bad sign (daisan), is the pig. The day of the pig would not be a good day for the snake to go hunting. In other words, the most important data here involve the süld days and the favourable and bad signs. These data allow the reader to find his way through two other tables. The second table juxtaposes the days of the solar and lunar calendars, presenting the reader with various pieces of advice and a series of warnings. Among other things, the third table indicates the person's state of hiimor' for one year.
According to these tables, hiimor' is cyclical. It comes back every week and refers to a circular time. Calculating luck isn't easy. Reading the calendar
